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Abstract Hazardous substances are products that need
special attention from the personnel which manipulates
them, therefore, there is an increased need for better
security management of goods and people in chemical
industries. In this paper we propose the design of the
Smart Object capable to survey its own environment ac-
cording to its own security rules and to cooperate with
others surounding equiped products to manage the se-
curity level in acceptable boundaries. By this way, an
Active Security Environment is created, in which, haz-
ardous products transformed into Smart Objects moni-
tor, notify and alarm when security conditions are inap-
propriate.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, security is one of the most important prob-
lems. Even if we speak about security in everyday life,
security in working environment, the concern about our
security or the security of others makes this one of our
top interests.

Sometimes, without our concern, we trust our lives
to others as we depend on security measures that others
take for us in environments that are out of our control.
Such examples are storage and transport environments
of chemical substances. Without a high security level, in-
dustrial companies and workers are exposed to big risks
on both economical and human aspects. That is a good
reason to develop a security management policy of haz-
ardous products based on rules and constraints associ-
ated to individual products and to products interactions.

Basically when we have a barrel that contains a chem-
ical substance, a security system must be implemented
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that considers all the factors that can increase the in-
trinsic risk level of that substance, potentially explosive,
toxic or harmful for its environment. One of the main
European Union law concerning chemical safety is the
Council Directive 67/548/EEC describing regulations re-
lating to the classification, packaging and labelling of
dangerous substances. For a warehouse application sce-
nario, we must consider the safety data sheets of each
substance as described in the Merck catalog according to
european directives 67/548/EEC and 91/155/EEC and
then implement a set of rules to monitor and control the
product security level.

As the overall security level is the matter of each in-
dividual product and of its interaction with its vicinity,
an efficient security management needs to be based on
a distributed security model approach supported by in-
dividual products. Thus each product is an active brick
of the whole security system by means of product em-
bedded security functions as monitoring, controlling, de-
cision making and alarm. Ambiant and communication
technologies bring a new vision to create reliable secu-
rity systems where products are transformed into smart
products. In our concept, a product (chemical container)
can be aware of the conditions it is stored in, of the en-
vironment changes and of other products situated in its
proximity. So product can have a reactive behavior to all
the changes or inappropriate storage conditions based
on the security rules whose it is constrained. By using
WSN1, attached to barrels, we create a network of inter-
active Smart Objects to implement an Active Security
system.

This article describes the concept and realization of
an Active Security System for security management of
warehousing and transportation of chemical substances.
It is divided into five sections: the second section intro-
duces the Active Security concept relying on a Smart
Object approach. In the third section we describe the
pParticle technology used for the smart product design.
The other two sections describe the methodology and the
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implementation of the Active Security system. Then we
close this article with conclusions and a vision for future
developments.

2 Smart Objects for Active Security

Management

Along with the passing of time, as technology becomes
more and more interweaved with everyday activities a
new era arises, one that has been assigned the name of
”ubiquitous computing” [7]. This newborn concept relies
heavily on the use of smart objects in order to manage
the correct handling of sensitive information.

Smart objects were introduced for the first time in
Neil Gershefelds article ”When Things Start to Think”
which designated them as having the following major
characteristics: owning an unique identity and being able
to communicate with other objects and to detect the
nature of their environment [3].

For instance a research group at Lancaster University
UK is studying a smart object approach towards assuring
the correct storing and handling of hazardous chemicals
[6]. They have identified a number of scenarios leading to
dangerous situations that can occur in a variety of work-
ing environments: at a chemical plant, in an external
warehouse or during transport. Moreover, these environ-
ments are not under uniform control but involve diverse
ownerships. Thus they argue in favor of Cooperative Ar-
tifacts, communicating standalone devices that do not
rely on exterior supervision and that are implemented
through barrels equipped with Smart-its Particles. These
are able to collect data from the outside, process it and
transform it into knowledge that is then used in order to
generate an action according to the situation. The key
point of their concept is that the knowledge associated
with the artifact is stored and processed within the arti-
fact itself. Therefore a barrel is able to know its own sta-
tus but needs to communicate with the others in order
to reason on a changing environment. The distributed
knowledge base is a good way to solve the problem of
variable surroundings appearing in the cycle of life of
the chemical wastes. However this might lead to a diffi-
cult decision when it comes to delimiting the information
that should be stored in each object and to over flooding
with messages from one artifact to another.

Another smart object application is looked into by a
team of researchers from TecO in cooperation with Karl-
sruhe University, Germany, and Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, USA [2]. They are trying to coordinate
the integrity of paper written documents, to enforce ac-
cess restrictions and to keep track of changes in both
the physical and the electronic document. Their solu-
tion, named DigiClip, is an electronically enhanced pa-
perclip built on the basis of Smart-its Particles. It can en-
sure the proper use of the documents within its grasp by
monitoring their whereabouts through a location track-
ing system. This is a graphical interface that displays all

the rooms in a certain area. The Smart-its Particles com-
municate with the computer program over the air, thus
sending their address and their location. In this manner
the particle can not only know where it is situated but
also hold an archive of all the former places where it’s
been. A combination of an accelerometer and a light sen-
sor enables the detection of a document that is being put
into or taken out of a bag, further extending the tracking
capabilities. In addition, the smart paperclip can ensure
the integrity of a document by ”counting” the number
of pages. It does so by making use of a sine wave gener-
ator and a resistor measuring the capacity of the stack
of paper. It has proven itself to be accurate for up to 20
pages.

A different type of smart object is being employed
by the CHAOS project from CalTech to secure the in-
formation exchange in distributed systems [5]. CHAOS
integrates security policies in data objects as active nodes
in order to form active objects. In this case the active ob-
jects are represented by a special type of XML objects
that encompass data elements as well as active elements.
Each one of the latter contains one active node by mean
of a Java class that must be interpreted by a runtime
environment. When a query is passed to one of the ac-
tive objects its active node is dynamically loaded and
executed by the security mediator. The mediator is the
system component that parses and filters all the infor-
mation requests, and then leads to the enforcement of
the security policies that lie within the active nodes. It
is these policies that modify the content as well as the
structure of the data elements according to the user’s
permissions.

3 Particle Platform

The development of a Smart Object needs some char-
acteristics to be fulfilled: it can memorize its state, it
has the ability to sense its environment, to communicate
with its surrounding and to react after taking a decision
on its own. One technology that gives us the desired
functionalities is the WSN with embedded computing
capabilities. One node can survey its near environment

Fig. 1 The pParticle 2/32 with SSimp 2/02



and communicate with other nodes. Also, it can take de-
cisions based on algorithmic computation accordingly to
perceived information.

In our project we use the pParticle ver. 2/32 with the
full sensor circuit SSimp ver. 2/02, produced by Teco

and commercialized by Particle Computer. This WSN
platform has been chosen for its capabilities, which help
us to detect all factors that influence the level of security.
Also, in order to communicate within a wireless network,
we used the wireless bridge, WBride.

In this section we present the Particle platform by
means of hardware devices and their capabilities.

3.1 Particle device

One Particle device is composed by the Particle base
and the sensor module. In fig. 1 we present the two
components. The Particle base is the core of the device,
whose characteristics are presented in table 1. The inter-
esting points are the microcontroller, especially for its
frequency, the flash memory, in which the smart object
can save security information and rules, and the commu-
nication capabilities.

The Particle device include several sensors:

– temperature (TC74) can sense the temperature from
0℃ to 125℃;

– light (TSL2550), that can sense normal and infrared
light;

– two 2D accelerometer (ADXL210) to create one 3 axis
accelerometer;

– audio (MAX8261 OP);
– voltage on the board.

We use these sensors in order to create an image
of the environment. By this way, the product can ac-
tively verify its intrinsic security state in order to react
to changes that can affect its normal storage or handling
conditions.

Table 1 pParticle base characteristics

Feature Description

Microcontroller PIC 18F6720 at 20 MHz
Internal Memory 128kbyte program Flash
RAM 4kbyte
EEPROM 1kbyte
Additional Memory 512 kbyte FLASH
Communication RF through RFM TR1001
Bandwidth 125kbit
RF Power <1mV
Interface 21 pin multi purpose connector
Power regulation 0.9 to 3.3 V
Board core voltage 3.3V
Working temperature -40 to +85C
Size 45x18 mm (no battery)
Programmable in C, Over-the-Air-Programming

Fig. 2 The AwareCon frame structure

The device include also a RSSI2 sensor to be used for
distance measurement between two devices. This way,
the smart objects can automatically detect incompati-
bilities between them. RSSI is discussed in section 5.1.

3.2 Particle communication

The pParticle devices are equipped with a 125 kBit TR
1001 radio frequency module functioning at 868.35 MHz.
The RF communication protocol is based on AwareCon
[1], the wireless ad hoc customized protocol for the par-
ticle computer. Its design follows the fundamentals of
the established OSI/ISO layered approach. AwareCon
(fig. 2) is composed of three layers: the physical radio
frequency layer (RF), the Link Layer (LL) and the Ap-
plication Convergence Layer (ACL). One of the most im-
portant aspects in designing a communication protocol
for a distributed networked sensor systems is mobility.
As a result, AwareCon is able to handle a high mobility
of the particle nodes, the main delay for the synchroniza-
tion with another partner being around 40 ms.

The design of AwareCon also reflects the concept of
a fully distributed system. All nodes have equal respon-
sibilities to establish time slots, exchange synchroniza-
tion signals and keep an established timing scheme alive.
There are no access points or master devices like in W-
LAN, Bluetooth or many other known protocols. The
channel access uses a nondestructive bit wise arbitration
known from wired networks such as the CAN field bus.
This access method achieves low collision rates especially
for a high number of concurrent nodes and can also han-
dle priorities.

The data traffic is organized in packets of 64 data
Bytes. To allow multiple nodes to use the same frequency
channel the signal is divided into time slots. Each time
slot of AwareCon can carry one packet of data.

A common communication language is required to
be able to exchange information between nodes. In the
Particle System the proposed approach is ConCom [4],
a mode to represent transmitted data as tuples. A tu-
ple is a byte sequence that starts with a type identifier
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(2 bytes), followed by a length statement (1 byte) and
then the number of data bytes specified by the length.
The first tuple is referred to as the subject and it is used
to enable application specific data processing within the
system. An application subscribes itself to a subject and
filters thereafter all received information, while the pro-
cedure for sending from the application uses the subject
as the prescript of the outgoing message.

4 An Active Security Environment

As a standalone device, the hazardous product acting as
a smart object can collect data from the environment and
process it. Its reaction to an environmental threat can
be an audible/visual alarm or alarm messaging to notify
the security personnel. When more products are close to
each other, smart objects can also react to each other by
requesting information or responding to another. In both
cases the reactive behavior of the hazardous products
creates an active security environment.

At a product configuration stage, static information
is stored on each product by a central monitoring soft-
ware or a handheld PDA: substance name, substance
ID from Merck catalog international chemical products
numbering, Product’s electronic product code (EPC), se-
curity phrases and security symbols according to euro-
pean directives 67/548/EEC (toxic, inflammable, explo-
sive, oxidant, dangerous for the environment, radioac-
tive, corrosive, irritant). This is the static core informa-
tion of the product to uniqually identify it as an haz-
ardous and commercial item. Supply chain traceability
and manufacturer’s information are supported by EPC
numbering schema and internet information services sup-
port.

Working or surrounded with hazardous products cre-
ates dangerous space where certain ambiant and environ-
mental parameters influence the intrinsic security level
of each product. Variation of the ambiant factors can
disturb the normal and balanced state of the chemical
substance inside a barrel. We consider the following en-
vironmental factors are capital for intrinsic security mon-
itoring of each hazardous product (a radioactive sensor
should be also of great interest) :

– temperature : substance reacts violently changing its
structure, and stability, ending with an explosion;

– acceleration : substance has reaction to shocks and
movement handlings;

– light and infrared light : substance reacts and alters
with light;

– audio level : substance reacts to frequencies stimula-
tion or audio levels.

The Intrinsic Security level of hazardous product is
processing from internal sensors data relating to a set of
rules that we describe as a set of boundaries limits for pa-
rameters values. For the temperature value we have im-
plemented a high and low limit. For light, infrared light,

audio and acceleration values we have implemented only
high limits. Using the safety data sheet of each chemi-
cal substance we can establish what are the specific val-
ues for each limit and store them in static information
of the smart product at configuration stage. Therefore,
the smart product determines its internal security level
with reasoning by inference on the sensor’s values and
boundaries limits. A fuzzy logic quantification of indi-
vidual parameter security level is proposed : Level 1 or
Good when value is within +/- 90% of the boundaries;
Level 2 or Bad when value is above +/- 90% and Level 3
or Dangerous when value is 100% and above. The global
intrinsic security level of a hazardous product is an ag-
gregation of all individual parameters security levels.

In addition, the extrinsic product security level de-
pends on the nature and the compatibility agreements
of other products located in the vicinity. A compatibil-
ity relationship can be derived from the security symbols
coded in each product in its static information at con-
figuration stage. We have designed compatibility rules
by means of a compatibility matrix with cross-relation
of security symbols then coded in static information on
the smart product. Based on the compatibility matrix,
some security symbols are incompatible with others so
every substance has compatible and incompatible sym-
bols. The extrinsic security level of a hazardous product
is Good when all producs in the vicinity are compatible,
and Dangerous in all other cases.

In an active security environment a smart object sends
information about the substance inside the barrel: the
substance ID and the security symbols. Any other smart
object receives this information, calculates the RSSI value
of the message, and sends that value with its own secu-
rity symbols. The first product receives this message,
reads the RSSI value, verifies the compatibility with the
second product and calculates its extrinsic security level.

The global security level for the hazardous product
is a logical combination of intrinsic and extrinsic secu-
rity levels with alphabet {G,B,D} where B and D are
absorbant states.

5 Smart Object’s behavior for security

management

Each hazardous product when equipped with pParticle
device is tranformed into a smart object dedicated to se-
curity management activity based on product’s charac-
teristics and limitations rules coded in static information
and also on security symbols and compatibility matrix.
Hazardous product has the ability to monitor its environ-
ment and ccommunicates with other hazardous products
or systems. Fig. 3 illustrates the algorithmic behavior of
a smart object, built on three main loops : not config-
ured loop, new message received loop and internal check
loop.

In a default application case scenario, a new barrel
enters the warehouse, and sends periodically to the su-



Fig. 3 The algorithmic behavior for security management on a Smart Product

pervisor system not-configured messages until it receives
a configuration. Qualified personnel remotely configure
the smart product with related to the substance inside
the barrel. This can be done at automatically at manu-
facturing stage in a M2M approach.

After receiving the configuration, the smart object
enters IDLE state by sending greeting messages. In IDLE
state the smart object reads all sensors values, calculates
the RSSI values for each smart object in the proximity
and then calculates a product global security level. Each
greeting message is sent in broadcast and contains the
substance ID inside the barrel and the product global
security level. If no changes in conditions monitoring the
smart object remains in that state.

If any sensor value reaches 90% of the internal secu-
rity limit the smart object records the value and enters a
state of warning or security level 2. If he succeeds 100% of
that limit he enters in security level 3 or alarm. In both
cases the smart product sounds an audible alarm and
sends alarm messages with the level of security. Alarm
message indicates the sensors out of range or the ID of
incompatible barrels close to him. Hazardous product
informs the vicinity of a danger like does a blackbird
with its cry when predators are close to the nest. It re-
turns to IDLE state when the threat has disappeared. All
messages are broadcasted (greeting, command and RSSI)
and used to communicate either between smart objects
or between smart object and supervisor. The command
messages are mainly used by the supervision application
to configure the smart objects (type 1 and 3), to read the
configuration (type 2 and 4) and to monitor the value of
the sensors (type 5).

5.1 RSSI for extrinsic security level determination

For extrinsic security level calculation of hazardous prod-
uct, RSSI method is used to estimate the distance with
other hazardous products that could worsen the global
security level by way of their incompatibility. We inte-
grated the pParticles devices in conductive ABS plas-
tic boxes to be affixed on industrial chemical containers.
Particle’s antenna is left on the outside so it can be freely
tilted to any position. After conducting experiments with
and without the packaging we concluded that it has no
influence on the message transmission quality.

Many other factors, mostly controllable, affect the
values indicated by the RSSI. One of them is the orien-
tation of the particle’s antenna. During our experiments
we noticed that the indications vary as follows: when the
antenna is pointed upwards the RSSI value is smaller
than when it is positioned horizontally.

Yet another factor that influences the measurements
is the place where the particles are positioned. When
they are situated on the floor of a room the signal strength
is quite inferior to that when particles are positioned on
top of the barrel. This can limit the detection of barrel
fallen on the ground.

RSSI level is obviously conditioned by the Batter-
ies charge level so therefore transmission signal strength
must be accorded consequently. More over the signal
strength becomes a real problem when obstacles are po-
sitioned between the smart products. Paperborad boxes
for exemple extend the interval between consecutive RSSI
measurements but the electronic devices act like a screen
and distrub the sending of the messages completely.



Fig. 4 RSSI measurements distributions

An important issue to be taken into account is that
not all particles send the same value for a given distance.
Even though the circuitry is basically the same an experi-
ment with two particles has shown that the average RSSI
measurements over a period of time differs substantially
for the two devices. Fig. 4 shows the distribution func-
tions of RSSI measurements for two Smart products (A,
B) facing at a distance of 1m. The measurement is asy-
metric as one particle indicates an average RSSI of 43,70
and the other 47,41.

During our experiments we have found relevant indi-
cations of the RSSI for distance up to 3 meters. This
distance is appropriate to define a bubble of security
around a product. For longer distances RSSI’s messages
were becoming either too scarce or completely absent.
Fig. 5 reveals the RSSI indications at various distances
and also the standard deviation tube.

6 Conclusion

The presented work proposes and demonstrates the feasi-
bility of achieving Active Security management of chem-
ical hazardous products by use of Smart Object’s ap-
proach. By providing the product with capabilities for
ambient sensing and monitoring, vicinity communica-
tion, and a rule-based decision making according to secu-

Fig. 5 RSSI measurement for products distance evaluation

rity compatibility regulation specifications, we grant to
the hazardous products an autonomous and adaptative
security-oriented behavior. Proactive alarm and preven-
tive actions can be embodied in each hazardous product
to prevent a catastrophic situation in hazardous chemical
areas. With modeling of a smart product’s behavior ded-
icated to security management of hazardous products,
we define the concept of an Active Security Distributed
Management System. Both theorical and technological
points are still outstanding and must thus be investi-
gated deeply like the monitoring of the product’s extrin-
sic security by the co-operation of distant products, and
robustness on a great scale of products.
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